INtroducing:

MILONet

Babylon based

ELECTRONIC DICTIONARY

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MILONET AND BABYLON?

MILONet  $149.00

- 32 MB of RAM. Modern, FLASH memory
- 6,200,000 words, Heb./Eng. database (using Babylon’s database & search)
- Complete Hebrew - Hebrew dictionary
- Complete English - English dictionary
- 7 line screen, slightly wider (less scrolling)
- Expandable via a built-in USB port
- No need to purchase any hardware
- USB port (connection to your computer)
- Simple, 2 AAA batteries (cheaper, last longer)
- FREE updates (download directly to Milonet)
- Hebrew Calendar and Hebrew Date Scheduler of worldwide sunrise, sunset

Babylon  $129.00

- 16 MB of RAM. not updatable.
- 6,200,000 words, Heb./Eng. database (using Babylon’s database & search)
- No Hebrew - Hebrew dictionary
- No English - English dictionary
- 6 line screen (smaller than Milonet’s)
- Expandable if you purchase new cartridge hardware. (currently not available)
- Cannot be connected to computer
- Uses special CR-2032 batteries. (Expensive)
- No database updates
- No Hebrew Calendar, No Hebrew Date Scheduler, No worldwide sunrise, sunset

Milonet 2010 Model also has:

- A screen/keyboard protective cover
- A large print English manual + photos

Milonet is $20 more than Babylon, but with its two extra dictionaries — Hebrew/Hebrew and English/English — plus so many more features, it’s definitely worth the difference. Also, with Milonet’s amazing expandability, you probably won’t need another dictionary for many years.
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